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MANIFEST

Welcome to the Manifest; a quasi-weekly summary that cares more about brevity than
grammar, and what is about to or could happen in Seaside than what did or didn’t.
Contributions to future editions are welcome at cmalin@ci.seaside.ca.us .
Tonight – Some good stuff on the agenda:
o Extending the Farmer’s Market into a year-round operation.
o Contract to construct the “SEASIDE” portal project sign (the artsy, big-letter
“SEASIDE” sign that will welcome people to our city at the corner opposite of
Embassy Suites)
o Fire protection agreement with Del Rey Oaks
o Fee waiver request for SHS Homecoming Parade
o Resolution declaring a housing crisis (which is a necessary pre-cursor to applying
for state funds to assist homeless citizens)
And, Some Proclamations
o Domestic Violence Awareness Month, Fire Prevention Week, Indigenous
People’s Day
And, Some Presentations
o Short Term Rental Application Process
o Campus Town Specific Plan Unveiling
What About The October 18 Meeting?
o More Good Stuff On The Way – For sure, contracts for the Cutino Park
renovation, a contract for road repair design, a report on the listening sessions
for the School Resource Officer program and the introduction of our new
Finance Director. Maybe, a contract for the Courthouse Feasibility Study (if not
Oct. 18, then Nov. 1).

So, Who’s The New Finance Director? – Kimberly Drabner, currently working for the City
of Monterey and currently residing in Seaside. Kimberly comes to Seaside with 22 years
of varied, public-sector finance experience. She starts Monday, Oct. 8.
Any Other Finance News? – We are advertising for an Assistant Finance Director and, as
that recruitment continues, DCM Hodgson has graciously agreed to fill the position on a
part-time, tele-commuting basis. Thanks, Daphne. And, when you pass by anyone in
Finance while we’re short-staffed in the department, please say thank you.
Any Other Finance News? – Beyond three years of surplus budgets, getting the City off
“probation” with our insurance pool, achieving the City’s fund balance goals, creating
the City’s first CAFR, obtaining an excellent bond rating so we can fix streets and invest
in parks and the current study underway on the impact of FORA’s legislative dissolution
on the City’s financial future?
Yes.
There’s an independent audit in progress of City Council expenses and reimbursements
dating back to July, 2015 and there’s a new, 302 page collection of information about
City expenditures, reimbursements I’ve received and my employment agreement,
available here:
https://seasidecityca.documents-on-demand.com/document/f6e53041-88c6-e811a2c5-000c29a59557/180921%20CM%20Expenditures%20Final.pdf
Anything Strange In The 302 Pages? - Depends on your perspective, I suppose. All the
evening / weekend projects and Portillo’s being the only food receipt is probably a little
weird. Insisting to defer raises for nearly four years is straight up goofy. Love of the
game.
Got Anything Better To Look At ? – I think so. Somebody has to help with the
Courthouse Feasibility Study and the City’s Future Facilities study and it might as well be
an architecture firm with a remarkably deft (good band name) hand at form, materiality,
environmental responsibility and social capital creation. Studio Gang, perhaps. A
portfolio of work is attached. Significant swoonage awaits your gaze.

Open Doors, Open Govt. – Thanks to everyone who participated in PARKing Day, and
helped reduce the City’s supply of scrap walnut (see, the 302 pages). Thanks also to the
woman who suggested the Little Free Library idea (https://littlefreelibrary.org). That’s a
neat concept, and I hope to schedule a small assembly line at Seaside Creates with some
bibliophile-type volunteers on some Saturday later this year to make a few.
What About This Saturday? – Can’t. There’s the Seaside Fire Department Open House
(Bring the Kids !) and another project already in production.
Any More Finance News ? - Ok, since you asked. Not exactly sure how this will work
out or when, but the recent public records requests regarding expenditures have
highlighted the value of online transparency. Seaside’s made great strides in recent
years with our transparency and documents on demand section of our website. But mostly because we’re so busy with the work of moving Seaside forward and partly
because making software talk across platforms is easier said than done - we’ve not yet
reached the goal of near real-time expenditure transparency. The goal is to not have
citizens waiting days or weeks to get their questions answered or have staff spending
hours and hours sifting through paper and cumbersome reports to provide the answers.
It would be much better for citizens - and staff - if citizens could simply search the City’s
expenditures on their own, on our website. I used to work for a landmine factory / City
that once led the nation in online transparency. Want to know how much anybody
spent on anything, down to a three cent charge for a copy at Staples? Simply search by
employee name, department, vendor or keyword. Want to print a report on
departmental expenses across three fiscal years? A few mouse clicks. It was called
“Open Checkbook” and that City (sorry, forgot the name) was first in the nation to use
the software that made the transparency magic happen. You can read about it at the
url below if you’re interested.
https://socrata.com/case-study/davenport-calls-financial-transparency-a-matter-oftrust/
By the end of this calendar year, we’ll have the same sort of easy access to financial
information available on our website.

Optional Reading, Part 1 - Wanda Sue Parrot, “Homeless in Paradise” author, was kind
enough to send me a draft of her next offering, in advance of publication. She was
assembling some parts of what some other folks had authored with something I had
authored and asked for my comment. My (unedited) reply to her email follows:
Wanda:
I appreciate the kind words, but I'd prefer not to be referenced in any article that references any
candidate. I'm a professional city manager and I'm neither for nor against any candidate. That's
gotten a bit confused already as people read my name in the same article as a candidate.
Two minor corrections:
1) I don't recall anyone actually saying the words that are in quotes in your sentence that starts
with the words "Public opinion ranged from ..."
2) The "Don't take any ...guff..." thing I learned isn't on my list anymore, mainly, because I
stopped swearing when I left Davenport (I had a good run with cursing, there).
Again, thanks for the kind words and it's a free country and you write most anything you want,
but I'd appreciate not being in any article that has anything to do with any candidate for office.
Thanks for asking,
Craig

Kind enough to ask my opinion, and kind enough to make changes after doing so.
Thank you.
Very Optional (depressing) Reading, Part 2 – The 2) comment above makes a little more
sense when you know it comes from something on my personal website about 53 things
I’ve learned so far (less than one thing a year for those wondering about my capacity for
learning). You can search around for it if you like – it doesn’t really exist for others to
read but sometimes people stumble upon it.
The Very Optional Reading (last six pages) can be found near the 53 Things I’ve Learned
thing and is offered to give some insight on what volunteer service is like in a hurricaneravaged area (tldr: perspective-altering). Mayor Pro-tem Alexander is currently
deployed to the East Coast to assist with Hurricane Florence recovery. When he gets
back, I recommend thanking him for his service.

When in doubt, help a stranger.
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Founded by architect and MacArthur Fellow Jeanne Gang,

3??

StudioGangis an international architecture and urban design

ft

practice Located in Chicago, New York, and San Francisco.
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We work as a collective of over 100 architects, designers,

and thinkers to create innovative projects that bring about
positive change for people, communities, and the natural
environment.

Ouraward-winningbodyof work spans scales andtypologies,
from cultural and public buildings, to urban master plans,
to high-rise towers, in ati of these building types, we are
interested in how architecture can strengthen communities.

A sustainability ethos is at the heart of our practice,
coupled with a design methodology defined by research and
experimentation, including collaborations with a wide range of
disciplines inside and outside the traditional design fields.

Selected Honors and Awards
World's Most Innovative Companies,Architecture,

Firm of the Year, Architizer A+ Awards, 2016

Fast Company, 2018

Divine Detail HonorAward,AIAChicago, 2016 (City

Our projects include Chicago's 82-story, mixed-use Aqua

The Plan Award, 2017 [Chicago River Boathousesj

Hyde Park)

Tower, whose undulating floor plates form a "vertical
neighborhood"; the expansion of the American Museum
of Natural History in New York City; the new United States

Juryand PopularChoice Winner,Archi'tizerA+
Awards, 2017 (Writers Theatre)

National Honor Award, AIA. 2016 1WMS Boathouse
at dark Park)

Embassy in Brasflia, Brazil; the Nature Boardwalk at Lincoln

m:

ParkZoo in Chicago, a public park that functions as living

»

habitat and green infrastructure; and mixed-use towers in
San Francisco, Toronto, and Amsterdam.

Building of the Year Midwest, Architect's

Newspaper, 2017University of ChicagoCampus
North Residential Commons)

National Honor Award, AIA, 2017 (Writers Theatre)
American Architecture Prize, Educational

Award for Excellence in Design, Thirty-third Annual
Design Awards, Public Design Commission, New
York, 2015 (Rescue Company 21

National Design Award for Architecture Design,
Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum, 2013

Buildings, 2017 (University of Chicago Campus

Finalist, Deutsches Architekturmuseum

North Residential Commons]

International HighriseAward, 2010 (Aqua Tower)

Community Impact and Social Responsibility
Award, Design-Build Institute of America, 2017

Skyscraper of the Year Award, Emporis, 2009 (Aqua
Tower)

(University of Chicago Campus North Residential
Commons)

STUDIO GANG
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Jeanne Gang, FAIA, Int. FRIBA
Founding Principal

HONORS
William A. Bernoudy Architect in Residence,
American Academy in Rome, 2017
Louis I. Kahn Memorial Award. Center for

Architeciure and Design, 2017
Honorary Fellow, Royal Architectural Institute of

Architect and MacArthur FellowJeanne Gang is the founding
principal of Studio Gang. The 2017 recipient of the Louis I. Kahn

MemorialAward and a Chevalierde la Legion d'honneur (2Q151,
Jeanne is internationally recognized for her innovative work that
advances architecture's social, environmental, and material

possibilities. Spanning scales and typologies, her award-winning
built projects include Chicago's82-storyAqua Towerand the
world s first purpose-buitt center for social justice education, the

Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership at Kalamazoo College in
Katamazoo, Michigan.
Jeanne is the author of three books and her work has been

published and exhibitedwidely, including at the VeniceArchitecture
Biennate, New York's Museum of Modem Art, Art Basel Miami,

and the Art Institute of Chicago. She is a Professor in Practice of

Architecture at the Harvard GraduateSchool of Design and lectures
at cultural and educational institutions throughout the world.

Canada, 2017

Public Humanities Award, Illinois Humanities
Council, 2017

Fifth StarAward, City of Chicago, 2017
Woman Architect of the Year, Architectural Review,
2016

ChevalierdansI'Ordrenationalde la Legion
d'Honneur. 2015

Harvard Graduate School of Design, John portman
Design Critic, 2017; Professor in Practice, 2018
Columbia University Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Visiting

Swiss Federal University of Technical Studies

IETHI Zurich, Urban Design Studies, Rotary
Ambassadoriat Scholar, 1989

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Bachelor
of Science in Architecture with Honors, 1986

Studio Critic, 2015

Rice University School of Architecture, Cullinan
Visiting Professor, 2014
Harvard Graduate School of Design, Visiting Studio
Critic, 2011

PROFESSIONALEXPERIENCE
Studio Gang Architects, 1997-present
Booth Hansen Architects, 1995-1997

OMA/Rem Koothaas, Rotterdam, the Netherlands,
1993-1995

Princeton University School of Architecture, Visiting
Lecturer, 2007

Yale University School of Architecture, Louis I. Kahn
Junior Visiting Professor, 2005
Illinois Institute of Technology, Studio Critic, 19972001, 2009

US Department of State. Bureau of Overseas

Building Operations' Industry Advisory Group,
2012-present
Temple Hoyne Buell Center for the Study of
American Architecture, Columbia University,
Advisory Board, 2012-present

City of Chicago Cultural Advisory Council, 2011 present

Natural Resources Defense Council, Midwest

Jesse L. Rosenberger Medal, University of Chicago,
2013
Honorary Doctorate, School of the Art Institute of

Chicago, 2013
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Fellow. 2011

2010-2011
Council, 2010-present

LECTURES
Randy L. and Meh/in R. Berlin Family Lectures at the
University of Chicago, 2018

L'AUiance Francaise de Chicago, 2017

BOOKS

LesJourneesde L'Arc'iitecture.Maison Europeenne

Building: Inside Studio Gang Architects (Yale

de ['Architecture, Keynote Address, 2017
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada Festival of
Architecture, Keynote Address, 2017

Reveal: Studio Gang Architects [Princeton
Architectural Press, 2011j

Architecture with Distinction, American Institute of
Architects Certificate of Merit, 1993

Committee, 201 A-2015

The Art Institute of Chicago, Committee on
Architecture and Design, 2013-present

Emerging Leader, Chicago Council on Global Affairs,

[Studio Gang, 20111

Harvard Graduate School of Design, Master of

ChicagoArchitecture Biennial. InternationalAdvisory

Honorary Senior Fellow, Design Futures Council,
2014

Reverse Effect:RenewingChicago'sWaterways

TEACHINGEXPERIENCE

2015-present

HonoraryDoctorate, Columbia College Chicago,2014

University Press, 20121

EDUCATION

Great Rivers Chicago, Leadership Commission,

WRITING
From Exhibit to Classroom: Transitioning Z^os and
Aquariums for the Twenty-First Century, " Center for
Humans and Nature (Sept 2016]

"ThreePointsforthe ResidentialHigh-Rise:
Designing for Social Connectivity, " International
JournalofHigh-Rise Buildings[June 20161
'Deep Mapping." in Climates: Architecture and the
Planetary Imaginary (Lars Mulle'r Publishers, 2016)

Healingthe Machine." Harvard Design Magazineno.
40(2015]

"Designing a Fixfor Housing, " Op-Ed. NewYork Times,
Feb 9, 2012

AFFILIATIONS
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Elected
Member, 2017

Habitatfor HumanityWomen Build, 2016-present
Economic Club of Chicago, Board of Directors. 2016present

Louis I. Kahn Memorial Lecture. 20!7
TEDWomen Annual Conference, 2016

Rcyal College of Art, London, 2016
New York Times Cities for Tomorrow Conference,
2016
American Academy in Rome, 2016

Stanford University, EntrepreneurialThoughtLeader
Series, 2015

Nelson-Atkins Museum, MaryAtkins Lecture, 2015
Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation, 2015
Guggenheim Museum & Foundation, Helsinki, 2015
Yale University School of Architecture, 2015

Museum of Fine Arts Boston, Steinberg Memorial
Lecture, 2015

Harvard University Graduate School of Design. 2015
American Institute of Architects National Convention,
Keynote Address, 2014

Al-chitectural Record Innovation Conference, Keynote
Address, 2014
Architectural Association School of Architecture,
London, 2013

Royal Academy of Arts, London, 2012

AlvarAalto Meeting on lClod^rn Architecture, Finland,
Keynote Address, 2011
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Writers Theatre

The public lobby serves as a coniinunity center, accommodating educational outreach, audience
enrichment, informal performances, and celebrations.

intended to maximize this potential for a twenty-first-

Location
Glencoe, Illinois, USA

century theater company, creating an architecture that

Size

energizes the daily Ufe of its community and becomes an

36, MB sf

exciting, region-wide cultural destination.

Status

Studio Gang's design for Glencoe's Writers Theatre is

Completed 2816

Organized as a vjllage-Uke cluster of distinct volumes that
surround a central hub, the building's form resonates with
the character of Glencoe's downtown. Both of the theatre's

performance venues, in addition to rehearsal space and
public zones, open onto the central gathering space of the
lobby. Structured by great timber trusses with a lighter
wood Lattice supporting its second-floor canopy walk, the
Lobby is designed to accommodate multiple uses including
informal performances, talks, and community events.

Type
Cultural
Client
Writers Theatre
Sustainability

LEED Gold Certified
Awards
2B17; Architizer A+ Awards,

2816: AIA Chicago, Design
Excellence Awards, Divine
Detail, Honor Award

STUDIO GANG

]ury

and Popular Choice Winner
Referencing Glencoe's many
Tudor-style buildings, the
design recalls the inn-yard
theaters of the early modern
period of English drama,
which brought together all
sjocial classes with the power
of li/ve performance
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Arcvs Center for Soda
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The Arcus Center works to develop and sustain leaders
in the fields of human rights and socialjustice. As a

learningenvironmentand meetingspace, it brings
together students, faculty, visiting scholars, socialjustice
leaders, and members of the public for conversation and

activities aimed ai creating a more just world. Supporting

this importantwork,the center'sdesignisvisuallyopen
andactivated bydaylight.Theplan encouragesconvening
in configurations that begin to break down psychological
and cultural barriers between people and help facilitate
understanding.

The wood masonry utilized for the building's exterior is

Location

Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA
Size
ie, aw sf
Status

Completed 2B14
Type
Cultural, Education, Office
Client

Kalamazoo College
Sustainability
Targeting LEED Gold

a low-tech and relatively inexpensive method of building

Awards

assembly used to achieve a high-performance facade. The
wood walls sequester more carbon than was released

2015: AIA Chicago Design
Excellence Awards,
Distinguished Building, Honor

in building them, responding to today's need to reduce
carbon poLLutjon.

Award

w°°d "la!mry-wa5, a"_aestheticany flttins ch°1" for the Arcus Center: the individuality of each
!:. 1wlth-its-u"que

shape> si"'

c°l°r'

ar"1

'.''owth Pattern,

could be

seen

as

reflecting

the'diverse

Center serves. After learning the techpiques of wood roasonry constructum through"

^an^hands-on workshops (above, right), the Studio Gang team developed a "design'that"

it for the first time at an Institutional scale.

2B15: AIA Chicago Design
Excellence Awards, Divine
Detail, Honor Award
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Campus North Residential Commons

at the University of Chicago
Reading

Location

Room

Chicago, Illinois, USA

House

Hubs

Neighborhood

Size
400, BBB sf
Status

Completed 2816

Type
Higher Education, Residential
Program

509 residential units, study
spaces, lounges, dining hall,
plaza, retail,

classrooms

Client

The University of Chicago
SustaInability

LEED Gold, high-performance

facade, lou-flow fixtures, green
roof,

bird safe

Awards

The project's plazas, gardens, walkways, and

2817:Design-Build

courtyards provide students and neighbors with a

America Community Impact and
Social Responsibility Award
2917-. Architect's Newspaper

variety of public and sen.t-pnvate outdoor spaces,

Campus North Residential Commons is a new student

residenceatthe UniversityofChicagothatisdesigned
to foster students' academic performance and sense of

community. The mixed-use project's four buildings include

residential units, socialandstudyspaces, a dining halt, a
ca , and classrooms. Located at the outermost comer

ofthecampus, its architectureandlandscapecreate a
welcoming portal, connecting the neighborhood with the

University and its amenities. The project incorporates a
range of high-tech and passive environmental systems.
Students can work together to reduce their collective

environmentalfootprint usingdigitaldisplaysin the
common spaces that track detailed information on their
energy and water use.

Institute of

Building of the Year Midwest
2017: Design-Build Institute
of America National Award of
Merit

2017: Design-Build Institute of

America Excellence in Design
Award

2017: Building Design +
Construction Gold Award
2017: International Union of
Bricklayers and Allied Craft
Workers Awards Best Precast
Project

2B17: Engineering News-Record
Midwest Best Residential
Project Award
2017; World Architecture
Festival Higher Education
Category Shortlist

<!>'S

The design expands the University's tradition

of College Houses, bringing together groups
of 1B0 students around House Hubs, shared,
three-story spaces. Each House Hub has its
own visual identity and offers distinct

spaces for studying, cooking, and relaxing
in small groups or Individually, fostering
the types of learning that grow from

ser-endipitous encounters pmong students with
different academic and ciAtural backgrounds.
STUDIO GANG
PORTFOLIO
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Clad with precast concrete panels, the project
makes a 21st-century response to the campus'

largely neo-Gothic architecture.
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Chicago River Boathovses
I At

..fc&r
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As the City of Chicago works to transform the long-potluted

Location

and neglected Chicago River into its next recreational frontier.

Chicago, Illinois, USA

the Chicago River Boathouses help cataLyze necessary
momentum. By creating key public access points along the

Size

river s edge, they support the larger movement toward an

ecological and recreational revival of the Chicago River.
The buildings' design translates the motion and rhythm of
rowing into a sculpturat roof form, providing visual interest

white also offering spatial and environmental advantages
that allow the boathouses to adapt to Chicago's distinctive
seasonal changes.

22, 260 sf and 19, 008 sf
Status

Completed 2813 and 2816

Type
Rowing training facility
Program
Year-round recreational and
event spaces, offices, and
equipment storage
Client

Chicago Park District
Sustainability
Targeting LEED Silver
Awards
2016: American Institute of
Architects, Institute Honor
Award, Architecture

2B15: AIA Chicago Design
Excellence Awards. Citation of

Merit, Distinguished Building

Wlth^truss shapes alternating between an inverted 'V" and an "M, " the roofs achieve a rhythnic
modulation that lets In southern light through the buildings' upper clerestory. In summer, the

clerestory lets In fresh air, while in winter, it allows sunlight to warm/the floor slab, mlnlniizing
energy use year-round.

20
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The boatho'

... j'modem-day,

ealthful

fer... Stormwater that hits
s site i!

iverted tl

porous

concrete and asphalt,

gravel and rain gardens to I
before being released slow;

don't need to know any of tl
boathor

.
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Aqua's trademark terraces provide solar shading in summer and

passive warming in winter, offsetting heat loss through slabs.
Terraces are offset to create sightlines between them, encouraging
social connections between neighbors on different floors (right).
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Folsom Bay Tower
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Folsom Bay Tower evotves the cLassic bay window, a
familiar architectural feature of San Francisco's early

Location
San Francisco,

California,

USA

houses. Twisting incrementally over the height of the

Size

tower, the bay windows offer ample views, light, and air
and inform the building's distinctive form and texture-

480, 088 sf / AB0 ft tall

the result of special attention to the building's energy

Under construction, anticipated
2819

performance and how it is experienced. The tower meets
the ground at a pleasant, human scale and offers retail
space fronting FoLsom and Main Streets, contributing new
pedestrian amenities to a highly walkable area of the city
with excellent transportation connections.

Status

Type
Residential

Program
350 residential units (^Q% below
market rate), ground floor

retail, and pedestrian amenities
Client

Tishman Speyer
Sustainability
Targeting LEED Gold
Awards

2B18: MIPIM / The Architectural
Review Future Project Awards
Commendation
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San Mateo County
Government Cente
<<.<
^~

-1

Th<Lfl°°1'plate depth " kep't t° a 6B'-e' max width and encircles two courtyards providing air and
light to employees working In the office and constituents in the plaza below.

Acting as a catalyst for Redwood City's urbanizing

Location

downtown, the San Mateo County Government Center

Redwood City, California, USA

consolidates the offices and services for various

government departments into a welcoming civic hub that
removes barriers to and increases the responsiveness
of critical public services. Stud'io Gang's design lifts the

building off the ground floor, establishing a porous ground
plaza that connects to existing facilities via a new public
promenade.

Targeting zero net energy, the building's sculpted form
is driven by performance. Its scatloped roof that provides
sunlight to the neighboring streets, maximizes Photovottaic
production and creates an exciting roofscape for the
amenity spaces on the upper floor. The fayade, meanwhile,
is sculpted to provide self-shading where needed and
sunlight to the ptaza below.

Size

ise. em sf
Status

in design

A

Type

tt

Civic

Program
Office space, public lobby,
flexibile event space, dining
area, public plaza

.

Thermal maas-

I.rHaJ"9P!??<(«>. aun
riaattihfchcanntendocartort

iftombu.i
mil create oomtert in
outttoorarem
warm:

Mci

t

IF

^ -.fe.

iduaT

sndevapotranapliBtlon

/,COMMONGROUND

OFFICE CIRC& LOBBY
IMPROVED
Ineraased air changes with
outetdealr. Incressed

Client

San Mateo County

A *

M.

AbEQUATE

SPI

76-F

pfrt*dn« IKrtmrtuKttun

35fC

50FC

80"F

I

"F

78"F
1000-SOOOFC

PROI

DE

OuWusttfac*
»twnN»toiwiBcaut
yuwa»t»

micrabta! dtmstty

72-F .>

TRWLHEAD

ADEQUATE

Ouktoor apKBinth nma pltitto and«K«!*ny in^piftBNit

84"F

10,000FC

78'F
1.000-5, 000 FC

A lush native landscape welcomes constituents to
the Government Center, and becomes a trallhead to
the County's natural and cultural attractions.

-«»
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California College of the Arts

A

Conceived as a creative ecosystem that strengthens relationships
between people, ideas, and practices; design of CCA extends the

Location
San Francisco, CA

main academic building of the existing San Francisco campus into

Size
90, 000 s-f new construction,
146, 000 sf renovation

a new campus yard framed by a Layered "double ground" of art-

making facilities and landscapes. The ground plane serves as a
hub of indoor-outdoor maker spaces supporting more physically
intensive practices. Its flexible plan makes the different programs
more visible to one another, promoting interdisciplinary interactions
and providing adaptabitity as new needs, uses, and technoLogies

develop. Above, a second "ground" offers additional art-making
spaces, outdoor dassrooms, and informal social spaces-alt visually
and physically connected to the spaces betow by a robust terraced
Landscape.

Pavilion

MakarVard
Shops

Status

Existing Nave Building

In design

Type

CampusYard

»

Cultural. Educational
Program

Classrooms, offices, gathering
space

Client

California College of the Arts
Sustainability
Targeting closed-loop, netpositive,
water

carbon-neutral,

waste

zero

CCA's layered environment functions as a laboratory where students and faculty
can explore materials, processes, and tools. Incorporating passive strategies
and sustainable systems allows the campus to function as a closed-loop, netpositive system, supporting healthy, progressive spaces for art making and
ensuring resiliency for the future.
/
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Gilder Center for Science, Educatio
and Innovation at the American
Museum of Natural History

The Gitder Center for Science, Education, and Innovation

/ / /

-H-L. L/
/

/ .' .

New York,

cultural institutions. This new Center will combine and

195, i

enhance the Museum's educational, exhibition, and

Status

research programs. Inspired by natural processes Like
erosion and melting, the building is designed to improve
circuLation, encouraging visitors to move beneath and
across bridges and aLong sculpted walls whose openings

Expected completion 2020
Type

reveal the Museum's diverse collection and activities.

Insectarium,

/'

/-'.. '~~ , -/. ->-/-,

New York,

USA

Nested in the Museum's historic campus, the Gilder Center connects ten different buildings
at approximately thirty points, bringing together research, exhibition, and educational
programming (above). The Central Exhibition Hall (below) will give visitors a continuous,
flowing spatial experience and provide a dramatic new entrance for the Museum,

Size

sf

Museum

Gitder Center

Bwlding 17

other buildings, but its bold expression and innovative
tectonics belong to the 21st century.

vivarium,

theater

gl

-. t? J^* (ItBLt

^
.

Libren' jK <; !> tiin

'^-

1 Science Collections
Hadof PacificPtcplas

«-» , t.

-.<u^r_JK <..

II

VrtorAi+.i.iaj'i

Science Coltoctions
Science Collections

History

bird safe

_u.

\ , 'ff-"

Client
American Museum of Natural

performance facade, green roof

STUDIO GANG

M". -sf"rt*"»

research lab, classrooms,

Sustainability
Targeting LEED Platinum
Existing footprint, high-

34

Bwtsling 8

Program

exhibitions, reading room,

is clad in the same Milford Pink Granite as the Museum's

' .' / / /

Location

will be the next major expansion of the American Museum
of Natural History, one of New York City's most significant

The Gilder Center's architecture speaks to the Museum's
history and advances its mission for the future. Its exterior

f.

tt
ufiB

Hall of South American Peoples
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Northerly Island Framework Plan

The wetland and savanna on the southern end of the island will continue to mature and are already
attracting birds and fish as well as other native species. Visitors can walk and bike along a looping
path and enjoy activities in nature against the backdrop of Chicago's skyline.

Northerty Island transforms man-made peninsula
on Chicago's laksfront into a 91-acre Living ecosystem

Location

Chicago, IL

and a public park. The Framework Plan embraces the
island's artificiality and uses the occasion to construct
a topography and landscape that will encourage wildlife
to occupy it-overtime creating an amplified, biodiverse
ecology whose various habitats and architectural, features

Siza
91 acres

offer people multiple ways to engage directly with nature in

Type
Ecological, Urbanism, Landscape

the city.

Status

Phase I completed 2B15 / Under
construction

The wetland and upland habitats provide a natural respite

Client
City of Chicago

in the city and attract birds that can be viewed in motion.

Sustainability

Visitors can engage in a variety of activities to explore
these environments up close and in detail. Ultimately, the

Targeting LEED Gold

Framework Plan envisions a lagoon off the eastern coast,

!. ''. r

formed by a constructed reef, that provides fish-spawning
habitat for native Great Lakes species. At the northern
end of the island, near the city's Museum Campus, the

Framework Plan calls for an outdoor music amphitheater
integrated with the Landscape, expanding the island's
cutturaL offerings.

vs

Subsequent phases of the plan call for a new waterfront boardwalk and amenities with opportunities to
kayak and scuba dive, among other activities.
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Memphis Riverfront Concep

Vs -^

Elevating visitors above the river in Greenbelt Park, a thick arch of native trees directs
views across the Mississippi and provides great habitat for birds and other animals. Below
the walkway, visitors can explore a native wetland on foot or by kayak, depending on the
rise and fall of the river

The Memphis Riverfront Concept describes howsixmiles
ofthe city's Mississippi riverfront can become a signature

networkofspacesand opportunities, tied into the cityand its

Location

Memphis, Tennessee, USA
-t f

Size

assets, that benefits the entire community and lifts Memphis

6 miles

as a whole.

Status

.

k

Completed 2017

Three design principles underlie the Concept's
recommendations: Foster positive encounters, civic pride
and identity, and new understanding of the Mississippi

Type

River: Restore natural conditions, native ecology, and a

Mayor's Riverfront Task force in
partnership with Memphis River

moredynamicrelationshipbetweenpeopleandtheriver:
and Connect assets along the river, the riverfront to the city
(downtown and the neighborhoods beyond), and people with
each other. Developed through an integrated process of
research, community engagement, and analysis, they ensure
that the Concept works from the site's specific opportunities

andchallenges to achieve Memphians' aspirations fortheir
riverfront.

<c ih.j

Civic, Urbanism

Client

Parks (formerly the riverfront

Development Corporation)

^ .

'- 6»,.

.

jiH-

uL

Awards

2018: The Plan Awards, Urban
Planning, Winner
2818: Architizer A+ Awards,
Unbuilt Master Plan Category,
Finalist

2018: Fast Company Innovation by
Design Awards, Spaces, Places
and Cities category,
Mention

Honorable

^

-?=?'
z<a
:'-^T»^ ... -J^S^-t

A variety of new plantings and structures that amplify Mud Island's river ecology can help
transform the peninsula into an active place offering a diverse array of opportunities for
learning, teaching, research, gathering, and slnply enjoying the outdoors; /
-.I.
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Nature Boardwalk at
Lincoln Park Zoo
\

MS

a4

The pavilion gives the community an outpost for learning
about water, ecology, the pond, and Its inhabitants.

Nature Boardwalk at Lincoln Park Zoo is a signature
marker for the revitatization of one of Chicago's great
parks, transforming a 19th century urban pond that
was unable to support animals into an ecological
habitat buzzing with Life.

Location

Chicago, IL
Size
14 acres

Status

Completed 2010

As a welcoming, informative, and ever-transforming
sanctuary, the Nature Boardwalk is a model of

redaimed and expanded green space that educates its
visitors on the values of environ mental consen/ation.

It is a crucial, connective habitat for resident and

AD

Type
Educational,

Ecological,

Urbanism
Program

Urban landscape with boardwalk

migratory animal populations, a popular outdoor

and mixed-use recreational and

destination and learning Landscape for city residents
and visitors alike, and a functional, self-sustaining
solution to Chicago's aging stormwater infrastructure.

event pavillion

STUDIO GANG

Client
Lincoln Park Zoo

PORTFOLIO
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On top of Studio Gang's Chicago office, a rooftop planted with native
prairie species is an active research ground for our work on sustainable
green roofs and urban ecologies. Home to insects, birds, our own hive of
honeybees, and inore than 58 varieties of plants and trees, the prairie is
a thriving ecosystem. A "treehouse" space adjacent to the prairie acts as
a gathering, event, and coworklng space for the studio and our growing
network of collaborators, helping us to share and expand our own research.
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Council Update
September 18, 2005
A report from the gulf


Saddle Up

Driving from Davenport, the impact of Katrina steadily creeps up on you, albeit at different
speeds. In customary public safety form, the Fire Department’s incident command pickup
sprints ahead, driving straight though. The slower moving, heavily laden public works caravan
makes Memphis after midnight. Crossing the state line into town and thanks to a few phone calls
from Davenport PD, we are provided a police escort to
a secure resting place for the night. By dawn, the
advance team representing the fifth and sixth
Davenport firefighters in the gulf is already at work,
meeting with what remains of Bay St. Louis staff and
scouting a campsite for the full Davenport team.
On the road again after a few hours sleep, the public
works team is focused on making the gulf coast by the
end of the day. Breakfast is hurried and Art leads the caravan into the next storm, and the next
and the next as the hours go by. Swift stops for diesel and gas find team members refueling with
caffeine and sugar. Debit cards, secured by the Finance Department with some quick thinking,
work most of the time and when they don’t, American Express and cash do. Receipts for
everything are hoarded by Redmond like FEMA reimbursement gold.
Mississippi is beautiful as we enter; mile after mile of verdant forest or sweeping natural vista.
The beauty fills the gaps between men riding in pairs running low on chit-chat. Then, the first
downed tree hundreds of miles inland. Could that be Katrina, or was it something else? A road
sign bent over. Can’t be Katrina this far inland? Can it?
Each minute brings the team a mile closer to landfall and
it isn’t too many minutes before it becomes clear the
growing anomalies are indeed the result of a massive
storm. Part county sized tornado and part Biblical
proportion flood, hurricanes are not to be trifled with.
By afternoon, we are becoming used to the kinetic art of
trees snapped like twigs and man made tomfoolery
twisted into scrap metal. Our last refueling stop is
Hattiesburg. We play gas station roulette until we find one with enough supply and technology
still intact for debit cards. The guys move ever more as a team. One of us with more quickness
than sense stops oncoming traffic on a multi-lane highway so the whole team can execute a left
hand turn out of the gas station. We stop and eat; a luxury so far on the trip, at Dairy Queen. We
zip tie American and Davenport flags onto the Deere backhoe trailered by the lead vehicle and

try to make Bay St. Louis before dark. All along the way, we can’t exit our vehicles without
being thanked by someone and scarcely a car goes by without a thumbs up or wave. They
typically start to sense something when they pass Gene at the rear of the convoy, ably coaxing
the tire truck to stay with the team. By the time they pass the next few trucks, they get it. A
team…from Davenport, Iowa …is on the way.
Three thoughts strike me somewhere in Mississippi. I haven’t spent this much time in my entire
life in the slow lane. I don’t ever recall so many people saying “God bless you”. Finally, I
recognize that we have entered a zone seemingly without children. I haven’t seen a kid all day.
Truck after truck, camper after camper, full of earnest women and serious, weary men but no
kids. Do we look like this too? And then, a school bus ahead ! Twenty miles inland, I hope to
myself that the bus it appears we will pass (we pass so few vehicles I nearly recall each one) will
have some school kids on it. A sign of normalcy, and hope, so near to the coast would be
comforting. We inexorably move past the school bus and when I look over, hoping to see hope
in the form of children, I see hope in the form of soldiers instead.


Establish a Beachhead

We smell the gulf bay before we see it. Putrid.
Acrid. Organic. In the bureaucratic lingo of the
official FEMA request, it said Bay St. Louis needed a
water and sewer team. One wonders how long it took
that smell to work its way through the bowels of
federal review to finally result in an authorization to
mobilize. The good news however, is the smell isn’t
so bad everywhere, you do get used to it and it allows
a certain freedom with recycling work clothes in a
town with no Laundromat. The bad news is Bay St.
Louis is devastated.
The advance team picks up the caravan after we have passed through a bombscape of community
wreckage. The catastrophe is clearly natural in origin; there is no precision to it. Some cars are
upside down. Some right side up. Boats are on land, in trees, at the Burger King drive through.
Every now and then, there will be some very small
part of a street that looks almost normal. I recall
these few instances like the few passed cars in our
journey. The carnage is as oppressive as the heat,
humidity and smell. The advance team has taken it
in stride as we are greeted by the fit and filthy duo
of Robb and Mark, who have obviously taken on
their share of work already and established a good
rapport with our hosts. “Fresh horses and Midwest
work ethic” I hear someone describe us as.

There are few “high spots” in Bay St. Louis. Luckily, one of them is the public works garage. It
has become one of a precious few operational bases in the community. We park our fleet there,
not knowing at the time that we just doubled the municipal public works capacity of the
community.
We are then led to “Camp Davenport” by real
estate genius Chief Frese. Bay St. Louis has a
historic, passenger rail depot that was functioning
as an Amtrak stop and community center before
Katrina. Think Union Station, still serving trains,
with a community green in front of it, in a
Spanish Colonial architectural style.
It has
become the emergency City Hall and emergency
medical clinic. Think also Chicago’s Water
Tower after the great fire, for it is remarkably
untouched amidst utter destruction. We have doctors, nurses and Mayor Farve a few feet away
in case we need them. Even better, this tiny oasis has power and running water. You can’t drink
it and have to wash your hands with bottled water, but the toilets flow and we can power the air
conditioners on our campers. Small comforts taken for granted elsewhere, but grand luxuries
given the annihilation all around.
Bay St. Louis was a community of 8,000 residents. It is an
inexact effort to interpolate what it must have been like
having never seen it before, but it appears a modest,
inclusive, beachfront community. It is also inexact to
reckon the existing population, both resident and volunteer.
A guess is 500 – 1,000 residents have returned and 1,500 –
2,500 volunteers of every description have descended upon
the town. Combat engineers including Navy Seabees and a
Canadian battalion rumble through with massive
equipment. Public safety and private utility crews from
hither and yon operate as small teams. Red Cross and religious volunteers are ever present.
Someone has opened up a field kitchen across from the public works garage. It is small and
staffed with amiably weary volunteers turning out excellent chow. A hand drawn sign hangs
from the tent, giving the venue five stars. The volunteer estimate is a guess, what isn’t is this
single small town could use ten times that number and still have months of work.
It is dark by the time we return from dinner to Camp Davenport. The volunteer nurse advises
our impromptu encampment wasn’t taken very well by Mike, the woman who lives in and runs
the depot for Bay St. Louis. Too tired and too dark to move, we stay put. Mayor Farve returns
from some mission and I make the semi-official intergovernmental introductions. The Mayor is
exhausted but he is exceedingly gracious and pleased to meet the team. He thanks us again and
again, telling us if Davenport ever needs help just one call will have Bay St. Louis “hauling ass”
northward. We share some local government bewilderment at the pace and focus of the federal
response, shake hands in parting and he heads off to get some camper sleep.

A cooler is opened to reveal a case of beer. No FEMA or City money spent on this, but it’s the
best money spent so far. Two long days on the road have come to a close and we can finally take
a breather. The beer supply is (purposefully) limited, so we linger over each of our two cans,
telling stories kept to ourselves while on the road. The fearsome Mike comes out of the depot to
challenge our camp location and I am dispatched as ambassador to deal with her. Mike is tired
too, and we get off to a rocky start. I mention I know the
Mayor, but that doesn’t seem to help. I summon all
consensus building skills I have and in the span of a few
minutes of talking, we come to an understanding. We’ll
move off the parking area to the greenspace in the morning.
She’ll have parking available for the emergency operations
and we’ll still be close enough to have power for our
campers. Another parting hand shake and I go back to tell
the guys that Mike’s a nice lady and we are only moving a
few feet in the morning. I’ve earned my keep for the day.
The night lingers on and two rental trucks full of food driven by Guardsmen show up and ask us
where to report to. We confess our newcomer status and suggest they drive down to the public
works outpost. Then we wonder and worry on how uncoordinated the response must be if the
National Guard is asking us for directions. Three of us head down to the beach a few blocks
away. The moon partially illuminates a nightmare of obliteration along the way. The darkness is
a blessing, as it hides the deathly detail. The short walk ends when a Florida trooper on looter
patrol roars up to us in his squad and asks us where we live. “Davenport, Iowa” comes the
implausible response, “we are here to help” the not so implausible rejoinder. The trooper advises
we return to our campsite lest we be arrested or shot. The city is under an 8 pm to 6 am curfew,
but it is not like they hand out flyers explaining the
rules on the way into town. We dutifully return to our
camp and the crew finds their sleeping positions for the
night, some having more luck than others.


Reporting For Duty

Early risers anyway, Bill, Art and Dan are up before
dawn, and greet those of us who couldn’t sleep. True
to our word, we break camp to move our rented motor
home, trailer and storage tents a few feet just as dawn’s first light trickles in. Not the best way to
start the day, but we want to be welcome guests. The team piles into the back of a public works
pickup and Josh drives us into the neighborhood on our way to the public works garage.
Morning light reveals an unbelievable scene. Entire neighborhoods are heaped together into
plateaus of debris. We drive slowly and each of us takes it in. We apply our professional
assessments along the way from our varied backgrounds. The sewer team figures out how
laterals tie into mains, the equipment operators talk through what attachments to bring on the
backhoe and skid steer, civil engineer Tom surmises how the water system functions, while
faithful mechanic Gene worries that we’ll need more tire plugs. Then, something stops us all in
our professional tracks.

We became accustomed to locals waving at us and
cheering us on over the last day but, as we drive
through an alley, a young boy having breakfast with his
family in what remains of his backyard shouts out
“thank you”. The child free zone notion is punctured.
It is heartbreaking. We wonder aloud how this kid can
deal with what he has and continues to live through.
We are dreadfully sad, but enormously happy to be here
to help.
Laverne, Tom, Josh, Mark and I meet with Buddy
Zimmerman at the public works garage as the crew eats
at the field kitchen. Buddy is a colorful Southern
gentleman, as you hoped he would be. He is tired too, but won’t show it. Buddy tells us his
public works department of 38 is now down to 19 and they are only able to field nine or ten
employees on any given day. He already has faith in firefighters Mark and Robb from their
exploits the day before, and quickly surmises the rest of the team is as skilled and committed.
He takes an instant liking to kindred spirit Laverne, telling me “you can see he is thinking days
ahead”. His eyes light up when he hears the team is here for 14 days and light up again when he
reviews the vehicles and equipment we brought. We assemble a plan of action for the day and
head over for some breakfast. On the walk over, Buddy tells us of acts of heroism through the
storm that are as incredible as they are common. The field kitchen is almost tribal, with the
uniforms of the volunteer workers on proud display. Our team looks resplendent in orange.
Grits and gravy go down unfamiliarly for some of us. Our compliments to the chef for the best /
only grits we’ve had and we head off to prep the equipment. Two weeks after the storm and the
vast majority of the city is without water and sewer. The tremendous challenge has multiple
aspects. As trees were ripped from the earth, their roots tore water and sewer laterals apart. The

sewers are full of sand and other debris. Plateaus of rubble need to be cleared in order to get to
the water lines so they can be repaired and water pressure re-established. Without adequate
water pressure, there is no way to stop a fire that would streak across square miles of wreckage
with the first fateful spark. Moving debris on a house by house basis to get to valves and laterals
means moving it into streets and alleys. This creates new challenges for getting around town, so

it has to be moved back again. It’s a mess and it’s a mess that needs to be fixed - house by
flattened house - before we can get to work on the sewers. Buddy issues the standard order;
“what’s ours is yours”.
People who have lost everything are giving
everything they have. It is tragic, and uplifting, at the
same time. To a man, the Davenport team is moved
and inspired. But they are an inspiring bunch
themselves. On hours notice, they volunteered and
mustered for a difficult and not fully knowable
assignment in severe conditions. They moved almost
1,000 miles in two days with nary a complaint or
scratch on the vehicles. They are inventive and hard
working with deep reservoirs of caring just under
their rugged personas. They are like the great
majority of local government employees I have known throughout my career. It’s an honor to be
with them.
The Davenport team commandeers some Bay St. Louis equipment to supplement what we
brought and load up on bottled water as the temperature and humidity start to rise. They split
into teams and get to work, Bay St. Louis on the rise too.
The Davenport team in Bay St. Louis is:
Name
Josh Howard
Bill Moore
Bill Stebens
Art Bartleson
Robb McDougall
Redmond Jones

Position
Plant Operations Supervisor
Sewer Heavy Equipment Operator
Sewer Heavy Equipment Operator
Street Heavy Equipment Operator
Firefighter / Engineer
Assistant to the City Administrator

Name
Dan Vanderpool
Gene Yocom
Tom Leabhart
Laverne Cole
Mark Frese

Position
Laborer
Mechanic
Senior Engineer
Supt. of Sewers
Fire Chief

Thanks to all the members on the team, our firefighters in other gulf locales and thanks to
their families and fellow employees who support them.

Note: A second team of employees including Keith Addison,
George Schell, Jim Carlson, David Popp, Thom Leonard, James
McAllister, Gail Greenwood and Police Chief Mike Bladel were
rotated into service for a second two week period while some
members of the first team stayed on. The two Davenport teams
completed the mission of restoring water and sewer service to
Bay St. Louis and all returned safely.
The narrative was later edited into the cover story for Cityscape
magazine.

